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EZ Dupe introduces the Holmes 221B Forensic Hard Drive Duplicator 

June 26, 2018 – EZ Dupe is thrilled to announce the release of the Holmes 221B Forensic Hard Drive Duplicator 

at the Police Security Expo 2018. The first of its kind, Holmes 221B possesses new features that can benefit law 

enforcement in the evidence collection process. The Holmes 221B is ideal for duplication of HDD and SSD 

containing delicate information not only for its copy speeds of up to 300MB/s, but also its astounding write 

block, allowing it to duplicate an identical copy of the original source while blocking any modifications to the 

original source. Holmes 221B allows presenting a duplicated version of a HDD or SSD as original source, which 

can be confirmed via their Hash values. For further protection on the field, the product also comes in an easy-

to-carry, rugged case with an air tight lock. With its write block function and portability, Holmes 221B is sure 
to be a game changer for the Forensic Field. 

 

Features:   
• Allows Duplication as Disk-to-Disk or Disk-to-file   

• Makes identical duplication of 2.5” or 3.5” HDD and SSD at speeds up to 300 MB/S (SATA 2)   

• Blocks any modification to the source HDD; no data can be changed when you access the source HDD 

from computer through USB connection   

• Hash functions (MD5 and SHA-1) available for verification of image file against the source media 

• Log file can be generated   

• Destination Erase, including Quick Erase, Full Erase, Secure Erase, and Enhance Secure Erase      

       (Highest erase form on the market)   

• Supports HPA/DCO duplication and removal, making sure you have identical hard drives as the original   

• Allows duplication even when source has bad sector   

 

About EZ Dupe   

EZ Dupe has been a pioneer in developing and manufacturing EZ Dupe CD/DVD/USB/Flash Memory/HDD 

duplication systems and portable duplication technologies since 1995. EZ Dupe provides a three-year 

limited warranty (one-year warranty for certain products and market) on most of the duplication systems 

and proudly assembles and tests all products in City of Industry, California. 

 

Marketing Contact Information:   

EZ Dupe   
18545 Gale Ave.   
City of Industry, CA 91748   
(626)322.3888 ext. 843   
Email: marketing@ezdupe.com   
Website: www.ezdupe.com  
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